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	Portable DBA: SQL Server, 9780072230161 (0072230169), McGraw-Hill, 2004
Carry essential SQL Server administration information and troubleshooting  techniques along with you so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on the spot.  This handy resource offers fast access to administrative commands, syntax  diagrams, error resolutions, best practices, and more. With coverage of the most  commonly used SQL Server versions, this convenient reference gives you quick  solutions in an easy-to-find format.

Get Details On:

	Installation, configuration, and upgrades  
	Security—authentication, Kerberos, logins, roles, permissions  
	Creating and managing database and database objects  
	Backups, restoration, and recovery  
	Loading and extracting data  
	Automating SQL Server administration  
	Monitoring, performance tuning, and replication  
	Managing distributed databases  
	Clustering and log shipping 
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iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute Beginners (Getting Started)Apress, 2010

	The iPhone is the hottest gadget of our generation, and much of its success has been fueled by the App Store, Apple’s online marketplace for iPhone applications. Over 1 billion apps have been downloaded in the 9 months the App Store has been open, ranging from the simplest games to the most complex business apps. Everyone has an idea...


		

The Job Closer: Time-Saving Techniques for Acing Resumes, Interviews, Negotiations, and MoreTen Speed Press, 2021

	Prepare to be taken aback.





	My students and career center colleagues at Duke’s Fuqua School of

	Business know to expect this from me by now, but others may find my

	approaches…jarring.





	I happen to think that there’s a best way to do everything in the job

	search. Not a general best...

		

Understand Data MiningCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Data mining is definitely not a piece of cake. There are those who spend years in the specialization of this particular field in order to operate businesses smoothly. Are you looking for a data mining course? You too, have the ability and the means to learn all the tricks that go into data mining. This book has been specifically written for...





	

Machine Learning Using R: With Time Series and Industry-Based Use Cases in RApress, 2018

	
		Examine the latest technological advancements in building a scalable machine-learning model with big data using R. This second edition shows you how to work with a machine-learning algorithm and use it to build a ML model from raw data. You will see how to use R programming with TensorFlow, thus avoiding the effort of learning Python...



		

Hypercomputation: Computing Beyond the Church-Turing Barrier (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Hypercomputation is a relatively new theory of computation that is about computing methods and devices that transcend the so-called Church-Turing thesis. This book will provide a thorough description of the field of hypercomputation covering all attempts at devising conceptual hypermachines and all new promising computational paradigms that may...

		

How to Cheat at IIS 7 Server AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2007
According to Microsoft, Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 is a web server that provides a secure, easy to manage platform for developing and reliably hosting Web applications and services. With the new version of IIS, there are more security options, 40 new feature models that allow administrators to customize their settings, and a new set of...
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